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Funding innovation

We’re investing          
£147 million to 
develop digital 
manufacturing ideas 
more quickly.



Made Smarter Innovation 
connects leading 
UK manufacturers, 
technology developers, 
start-ups and research 
institutions so they can 
prove and scale their 
idea. Exploitation (and then adoption)

Innovation
Hubs

Global

Digital 
Accelerators

CR&D

New core technology development

Development of Standards

Embedding research into adoption

How it works

Standards

Research 
Centres



Shaping the future

Our goal is to be 
world-leading in digital
manufacturing by…

Boosting 

productivity

Accelerating 

the race to 

net zero

Creating 

highly-skilled 

jobs



How we are having an impact…

Design, 
Make and 

Test

Adaptable, 
Flexible 

Manufacturing

Smart
Factories

Connected 
Supply 
Chain 



Smart Connected 
Factories –

transforming 
production in 

live manufacturing 
environments.

Virtual product 
and process 

design – making 
new drugs, foods 

and products 
faster.

15% per year 
growth through 3D 

design and 
manufacture of 

blast furnace 
castings.

Machine Learning 
and Predictive 

Maintenance for 
zero defect digital 

welding. 

Intelligent 
biopharma 

manufacturing to 
meet the demand 

for vaccines.



Meet Katerina…

Team: ATS Global, BMW, Laing O’Rourke 
Subsea 7, TWI, Lancaster University.

Prove quality, accuracy, precision and cost. 

Machine Learning and Predictive Maintenance 
for zero defect digital welding.

Can be applied to other 
manufacturing processes.

Increase productivity by 40% while reducing 
waste and and improving safety. 



Drilldown: Welding tips 
& maximizing life

Spot welding tips have hard and limited life.

Require periodic ‘dressing’ and then 
replacement - expensive.

Uneven wear leads to variable weld quality.

Data analysis to monitor power profile v’s time –
to predict optimum time to re dress. 

Significant reduction in variability, improved 
weld confidence and cost savings.



Meet David…

Team: GKN Aero, Rolls-Royce, BAE Systems, 
Atec, Airbus, Meggitt, GSK and Nissan

Locations and equipment 
that are hard to connect. 

Common data standards for 
existing equipment

Site-specific blend of technologies.

Merging IT and OT to make 
UK manufacturing more resilient. 



Drilldown: Condition 
Monitoring & Maintenance

New facility – mix of state-of-the art, legacy & 
custom built equipment.

Machine utilisation > Condition monitoring. 

Data used to predict availability (80% 
confidence)

Extend sensor use for preventative 
maintenance, usage, wear, temperature etc.

Outcome: predictive regression modelling - in 
scalable system incl. condition monitoring 



BAE…Benefits of Artificial Intelligence / Machine Learning within manufacturing

Why Leverage AI/ML in Manufacturing?
• It’s all about harnessing and exploiting manufacturing data- which can be easily accessed
• It can empower those on the shop floor by getting the right information to them
• Once AI driven data is trusted workforces naturally upskill as they understand the benefits (push becomes pull)
• Leveraging the same or similar data with AI can often help companies move towards their Net Zero Targets via efficiency improvements
Examples

• These strategies of Data Exploitation can also help companies move towards their Net Zero Targets,

Examples of Current BAE Initiatives
• BAE is collaborating cross-industry in AI technology development as a member of high value collaborative technology programs 
• Novel visual inspection method implemented for an existing manual XRAY image classification process at our Samlesbury site
• In-house engineered predictive maintenance and descriptive analytics for future robotic manufacturing capabilities
• Use of ML to detect personnel incorrectly entering restricted manufacturing areas
• Use of body tracking to promote correct posture for specific tasks

What can AI in Manufacturing Improve? How?

Increase ‘right first time’ process outcomes &
Catching manufacturing issues at their origin

Enhanced ML driven process and part inspection

Reduce material use & wastage AI driven design simulation &
design-for-manufacture methods

Maximise machinery up-time and mitigate lost time  
from unrequired maintenance

Implement closer-loop system monitoring and predictive 
maintenance capabilities

Optimise use of existing manufacturing resources Deploy AI driven dynamic scheduling

Connect and integrate supply chains so they are part of 
the full manufacturing execution process

Apply DLT and blockchain technology to distribute
dynamic scheduling beyond company walls

Manufacturing process carbon emissions and overall 
REEE values

Creating high efficiency Green AI’s that still improve all 
aspects of the manufacturing process



Meet Tribosonics…

Tribosonics - Sheffield based scale-up.

Sensing Technology to tackle wear, friction, 
lubrication challenges

Partnered with ENGEL (plastic processing 
machines) to monitor wear on plasticising

feedscrew

Outcome: Ultrasonic high temperature 
transducer for real-time monitoring in high 

temperature environment 

Time to check for wear reduced from 2 days to 
just 1 hour, reduced friction and energy 

consumption (est 3%)



“The Made Smarter Innovation programme 
connected us with world-leading experts, 

cross-sector learnings and industrial partners, 
speeding up the development and adoption

of Industrial Digital Technologies.”



S e n s e y e  
M a d e  S m a r t e r  I n n o v a t i o n :  
I m p a c t  f r o m  o u r  i n v e s t m e n t s  
i n  M a i n t e n a n c e  I n n o v a t i o n s



Introduction – Rob Russell
• Chief Technical Officer and Co-Founder

• Educated in Mechanical Systems Engineering 
• Over 20 years experience in designing and 

deploying complex condition monitoring and 
prognostics solutions across the aerospace, 
defense and transport sectors globally.

• Responsible for technical direction in  research, 
product development and delivery.  With a focus 
on maintaining the vision of Senseye.



What is Predictive Maintenance (PdM)?
CONDITION MONITORING

• An engineering discipline to support maintenance decision-making 
• Uses sensor data to measure the condition of a machine

CONDITION-BASED MAINTENANCE
• Replaces planned maintenance
• Uses evidence from condition monitoring rather than traditional route-based manual readings



PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

• Uses on-line monitoring to establish the condition of machines
• Predicts failure by using previous failure patterns and maintenance actions
• Sources data during normal operations
• Minimizes disruption to operations for sampling or measuring 
• Enables a proactive maintenance strategy of 1000s of machines

What is Predictive Maintenance (PdM)?



Senseye PdM Key Benefits

85%
Increase in downtime 
forecasting accuracy

50%
Reduction 

in downtime

55%
Increased maintainer 

productivity

40%
Lower maintenance 

costs



About Senseye

Senseye delivers 
Scalable & sustainable asset 
performance, guaranteed.



Global Industry Footprint

AUTOMOTIVE

Deployed across 
6 industries & 
3 continents

(Europe, Asia Pacific, 
Americas)

MANUFACTURING HEAVY INDUSTRY

FMCG CPG OIL & GAS



What was the Vision?

How do you 
predict asset 

failures?



Asset Failure

How do 
you predict 

asset failures 
for thousands of 

machines on 
your site?



Asset Failure

How do you 
predict asset 

failure across all 
your sites?

SITE 1 SITE 2 SITE 3

SITE 4 … SITE 19



The Proven Cases



Nissan 

CHALLENGE
Nissan embarked on a global Condition Based Maintenance programme to help to avoid 
unplanned downtime on the production line, to reduce it by 50% across thousands of 
diverse assets. The scalable Machine Learning based solution from Senseye was chosen 
to help them achieve this.

RESULTS
Senseye PdM integrates maintenance and asset data, across multiple geographies, allowing engineering staff to 
zero-in on assets that will cause issues and maintain them before they do.

• Several $m of unplanned downtime saved to date at each site
• Used across over 10,000+ assets in 8 factories
• ROI in <3 months Damian Wheeler, Nissan UK Engineering Director

Senseye has helped us lower overall downtime and 
increase OEE. 



2019

2016
January – First meeting

2017
January – Site expansion

Started a project to analyze data for 30 
machines at the factory in Sunderland, UK

400 assets being monitored

Senseye has worked with Nissan since 2016, scaling from 30 
assets in 2016 to 2500+ at the end of that year, to over 10,000 
assets by February 2019 across 8 factories around the world.

GLOBALLY

Senseye Nissan project team:
2016: 3 people / 2020: 3 people

Technology empowered the Nissan maintenance teams 

Asset types: 100+

Unplanned downtime avoided: $$m++
ROI achieved in <3 months

NISSAN has saved millions

2018
Global expansion started. Europe, 

Japan and North America

9 factories across the world, 10,000+ 
assets in one account with 450+ 

concurrent users





RESULTS
Senseye PdM was chosen as an automated, intelligent system that could work with existing systems and not 
require a significant increase in workload – learning instead from actions taken by maintenance teams. Being 
fully integrated with OSI PI and Oracle EAM, the system is ‘closed loop’, allowing work-orders to be created 
automatically based on identified machine issues.

• Expansion in progress across multiple production funcitons
• Automated closed-loop system
• ROI in <3 months

Our team’s decision was unanimous that Senseye was the 
best choice. Senseye offered a rare combination of a highly 
advanced back end data engine married to a front-end user 
interface that was intuitive and user-friendly.

Case Study: ALCOA

CHALLENGE
Alcoa operates plants worldwide, with a large number of diverse assets of differing ages 
and capabilities. Having made significant investments in data collection capabilities, a 
flexible and scalable Predictive Maintenance solution was needed to integrate with and 
leverage these existing systems.

Alcoa sourcing manager



2018
Competitive tender

2019
Fjar∂aál - Iceland

Senseye won against 12 
competitors including industry 

standards and newcomers

50 assets initially brought in. 
ROI achieved in 3 months

Senseye has worked with Alcoa since winning a thorough competitive 
tender process in 2018 against 12 competitive solutions.

100s highly complex assets are being monitored, using process data 
already captured.

Alcoa # FTEs hired for the deployment: 0
Wanted PdM as a managed product.
Efficient implementation enabled quick results.

Additional sensors installed: 0
Leveraging existing machine & maintenance data feeds
Able to easily add more assets as Alcoa scales.

ROI in 2019: 10x
Achieved initial ROI in 3 months.
Reduced unplanned downtime by 20% - significant improvements in OEE

ALCOA achieved ROI in 3 months

2022
100s assets covered.

Expansion in progress to over 1000



The Proven Cases

• ROI in < 3 months

• On target for 50% reduction in 
downtime

• Several $m downtime avoided to date 
at a single site

• Global deployment

• ROI in < 3 months

• Automated work-order creation based 
on generated cases

• Fully integrated with existing data 
collection & work order systems

• Expanding to global deployment



@senseyeIO sales@senseye.io +1 415 523-0447 (USA) / +44 (0) 845 838 8615 (UK)

We run monthly webinars on predictive maintenance topics,
these can be found at www.senseye.io/events 

T H A N K  Y O U

http://www.senseye.io/events


Innovating together

Our digital 
innovation 
ecosystem helps 
solve the 
challenges UK 
manufacturers face, 
with less of the risk.





Hot off the press… Recently launched “Smart Manufacturing Data Hub”

• An initiative delivering bold technology leadership & radical innovation via 6 Key Elements

Manufacturing Data 
Exchange Platform 

(MDEP) (£5M)

Virtual Manufacturing 
Testbeds 

(VMTs) (£3M)

Governance & Integration with 
existing infrastructure

Balanced strategy of Business 
Engagement – Large and Small, 

Supply Chain & Regional led

Integrated Manufacturing, Energy 
& Emissions Data Analytics

Hub Management (£6M) + Support Programme (£1M)

Digital Innovation 
Fund (£5M)



Join the ecosystemBe part of our 
digital innovation
ecosystem

Visit our webpages to see the 
support and investment you 
need to disrupt the 
competition.

Search UKRI Made Smarter Innovation
Visit www.madesmarter.uk/#innovation-newsletter
To keep informed of developments, sign-up for the 
newsletter



Thank you
Questions

[

Made Smarter Innovation. 
Faster, Better or Cheaper.                         

Digital doesn’t have to choose. @MadeSmarterUK

madesmarteruk

chris.needham@iuk.ukri.org


